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Abstract

In the paper, an integral limit theorem is proved for the first passage time
for the level of random walk described by a nonlinear function of the sequence
of first order autoregression AR (1).

1. Introduction. Let on some probability space (Ω, F, P ) a sequence of inde-
pendent identically distributed random variables ξn; n ≥ 1 be given.

Consider the recurrent relation

Xn = βXn−1 + ξn, n ≥ 1

where X0 = x ≥ 0 and |β| < 1 are non-random constants.
The sequence Xn, n ≥ 0 is called an autoregression sequence of first order

(AR (1)).
Let ∆ (x) , x ∈ R be some Borel function and assume for n ≥ 1

Hn = n∆
(

Tn

n

)
, Tn =

n∑

k=1

Xk−1Xk.

Consider the family of the first passage times

τa = inf {n ≥ 1 : Hn > c} (1)

of the process Hn, n ≥ 1 for the level c ≥ 0.
The family of stopping times of the form (1) oftenly arises in many applied

problems of theory of random processes ([1]-[9]).
A series of asymptotic properties of distribution of boundary functionals con-

nected with the first passage time of the level by the first order autoregression
process with discrete and continuous time was studied in the paper [3].

In the present paper, for a rather wide class ∆ (x) we prove an integral limit
theorem for τa under which one can understand any statement that under some
conditions there exist the normalizing constants A (c) and B (c) > 0 dependent on
the parameter c, for which it is fulfilled the convergence in distribution

τ c −A (c)
B (c)

d→ η as c →∞,

where η is some non-degenerate random value ([8], [9]).
For the linear case, when ∆ (x) = x an integral limit theorem for the family of

first passage times of the form (1) was proved in the paper [1].


